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Abstract

Quantum Theory (QT) has been applied in a number of fields
outside physics, e.g. Information Retrieval (IR). A series of
pioneering works have verified the necessity to employ QT in
IR user models. In this paper, we explore the process of rel-
evance judgement from a novel perspective of the two state
vector quantum weak measurement (WM) by considering
context information in time domain. Experiments are carried
out to verify our arguments.

Introduction

The definition of relevance is a key concept in IR. Most of
the traditional works in IR are based on the static relevance,
which is to judge whether a document is relevant to a query.
However, real retrieval process is more complex. Human-
based relevance is important to employ effective user mod-
els.

(Wang et al. 2016) first explored the quantum-like phe-
nomenon when judging relevance in IR from a real user
study perspective. By user experiments, they found the vi-
olation of the law of total probability and the validity of the
order effect in real user’s judgement. They proposed that the
relevance judgement triggers the change of user’s IN in IR.

However, there are some special examples in IR which
can not be explained well using the standard QT. The quan-
tum WM (Aharonov and Vaidman 2008) is the generaliza-
tion of the standard quantum measurement and we consider
that the WM is more suitable to model the mysterious cogni-
tive IR process. In this paper, to verify our assumption, both
user experiment and experiments on the session search task
are carried out. The results verify our arguments.

Background

Imagine in this scenario that there are two groups of users
to judge two documents dA and dB (Wang et al. 2016). Par-
ticipants from the first group should judge dA and then dB ,
while participants from the second group should judge dB
only. We denote rA as the event that a participant judges dA
as “relevant”, rA as the event that a participant judges dA
as “not relevant” and similarly for rB and rB . p′(rB) means
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that the probability of the first group who judge dB as “rele-
vant” after judging dA and p(rB) means that the probability
of the second group who directly judge dB as “relevant”.
{rA, rA} and {rB , rB} form two measuring bases.

In classical probability, because of the law of total prob-
ability, p′(rB) = p(rA) ∗ p(rB |rA) + p(rA) ∗ p(rB |rA).
Furthur, p(rB) should equal to p′(rB).

In standard quantum probability, events are defined in a
Hilbert space and represented by a column vector |φ〉. The
conjugate transpose of |φ〉 is 〈φ|. The users’ cognitive state
may be demoted as a superposed state:

|S〉 = α|rA〉+ β|rA〉 (1)
where |α|2+ |β|2 = 1. α and β are the amplitudes. If we use
a projector |rA〉〈rA| to measure |S〉, we have the probability
of |α|2 to have |rA〉 and vice versa. The concept of super-
position can represent user’s inner conflict during judging
vividly and after the judgement, |S〉 would collapse to one
of the basis states (|rA〉 or |rA〉).
p′(rB) = |〈q|rA〉|2 ∗ |〈rA|rB〉|2 + |〈q|rA〉|2 ∗ |〈rA|rB〉|2

(2)
where |q〉 is the representation of query and p(rB) is:
p(rB) =|〈q|rA〉|2 ∗ |〈rA|rB〉|2 + |〈q|rA〉|2 ∗ |〈rA|rB〉|2

+ 2|〈q|rA〉〈rA|rB〉〈q|rA〉〈rA|rB〉|cos(θ)
(3)

where θ is the angle between two measuring bases(Wang et
al. 2016). So in quantum probability, p(rB) doesn’t always
equal to p′(rB).

(Wang et al. 2016) carried out a real user experiment. The
result shew that p(rB) didn’t always equal to p′(rB), which
agreed with the quantum probability. It also proved the exis-
tence of order effect in relevance judgement.

Quantum Weak Measurement
Assume that we have a system of Equation 1. In physics,
the quantum measurement is performed by interacting the
measured system with the measuring device. In general, the
probability distribution of the position of measuring device
pointer is modeled by Gaussian function (Aharonov and
Vaidman 2008). After the interaction, the probability distri-
bution of the pointer variable is:

P (Q) =(2πΔ2)−1/2(|α|2e−(x−VrA
)2/2Δ2

+ |β|2e−(x−VrA
)2/2Δ2

)
(4)
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where x is the position of the pointer and Δ2 is the variance.
VrA and VrA are the corresponding eigenvalues of rA and
rA in |S〉〈S|. Generally speaking, Δ2 in WM is much larger
than in standard measurement.

In standard measurement, because the Δ2 is small, the
pointer would fall on VrA or VrA with high probability. If
the pointer falls on VrA , |β|2e−(x−VrA

)2/2Δ2

will approxi-
mately equal to zero while |α|2e−(x−VrA

)2/2Δ2

would keep
effective (and vice versa). In this way, the system will col-
lapse to the corresponding basis state.

Then, if the Δ2 becomes much larger, the pointer
may not fall on a range of values (not just close to
VrA or VrA ). What’s more, both |α|2e−(x−VrA

)2/2Δ2

and
|β|2e−(x−VrA

)2/2Δ2

may all keep effective after the mea-
surement. In this situation, the system will not collapse to
the basis state but bias a little, which means that the system
is still superposed.

(Aharonov and Vaidman 2008) gave a formula to calcu-
late the statistical result of weak measurement in the two-
state-vector formalism, called weak value:

W =
〈φ|A |ψ〉
〈φ|ψ〉 (5)

where |ψ〉 and 〈φ| is the past and future state of the system
respectively. A is an observable (in this paper A = |S〉〈S|).
The weak value is defined by considering context informa-
tion in time domain and modeling various coupling strength
between systems and measurement devices.

User Experiment
We recruited 20 participants and carried out a user experi-
ment. In the experiment, each person was asked to judge the
relevance of a query-document pair with a score from -4 to
4. The higher the score is, the more relevant the document
is. What we concerned is whether they would change their
answers after the first judgement.

The result is that: (1) there is an apparent judging dis-
crepancy across different users; (2) the larger the variance
of judgement is, the more likely the users change their first
judgement. Relevance judgement is a cognitive activity, so
it’s hard to be measured precisely. The meaning of the scores
are vague and discrepant (like the big variance in WM),
which may lead to the discrepancy of final judgement. From
the perspective of standard measurement, after the user gives
his answers, his cognitive state would collapse to the cor-
responding state of the answer and the conflict (or super-
position) would vanish. Then no matter how more times
asked to make the same judgement, the user’s cognition will
not change and the answer would keep consistent, which is
against the result in our experiment. Even after the users
make the judgement, their cognition may be still superposed
(like WM). These cause that the users may change their an-
swers after the first judgement. To summarize, we consider
that the WM is more suitable to model the cognition in IR.

Quasi-Weak Measurement Model (QWM)
We test our model on the TREC Session Track 2013 and
2014. In IR, documents, queries can be represented in se-

Model TREC 2013 TREC 2014
nDCG@10 MRR nDCG@10 MRR

Win-Win (Luo, Dong, and Yang 2015) 0.1278 0.3821 0.2111 0.3859
DPL (Luo, Dong, and Yang 2015) 0.1524 0.4125 0.2301 0.4431

QMT (Wang et al. 2017) 0.1485 0.3942 0.2123 0.4402
QWM 0.1554 0.4256 0.2253 0.4475

Table 1: Evaluation Results

Model TREC 2013 TREC 2014
nDCG@10 MRR nDCG@10 MRR

Win-Win (Luo, Dong, and Yang 2015) 0.0300 0.1116 0.0236 0.0966
DPL (Luo, Dong, and Yang 2015) 0.0400 0.1255 0.0368 0.1220

QMT (Wang et al. 2017) 0.0453 0.1223 0.0455 0.1251
QWM 0.0521 0.1546 0.0462 0.1570

Table 2: Performance in Difficult Session

mantic space as column vectors (i.e. quantum state) by word
embedding (e.g. Word2vec or Doc2vec). The dynamic user’s
IN can also be represented in this space.

The weak value can describe the shift of user’s IN. The
larger the weak value is, the more users’ IN may shift after
browsing the corresponding document according to the con-
text. Further, the document is more important to describe the
change of users’ IN according to the context. We regard the
weak value as weights to accumulate the shifts of user’s IN
when browsing documents in history log, which is the past
state of user’s IN. The pseudo-relevant feedback documents
are used to predict user’s future IN. Thus we use Equation
5 to calculate the scores of alternative documents in current
retrieval context and then use the scores to rank documents.

Table 1 is the evaluation results, which show the effective-
ness of our model. We also choose some difficult sessions,
in which the Language Model performs badly with less than
nDCG@10 0.05. The result shows the effectiveness of our
model when handling the difficult session logs.
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